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FOREWORD
Partnership for Peace was truly a concept born into intense
controversy. Even before it was formally adopted at NATO's
January 1994 Summit in Brussels, there was no shortage of pundits
lining up to critique it and predict its failure. Subsequent
events have shown "PfP" to be far from a "failure." Currently, a
total of 21 nations have signed Partnership Agreements with NATO,
to include Russia.
This success notwithstanding, serious challenges remain to
be overcome before Central and Eastern European security concerns
and NATO expansion can be reconciled. The authors of this study,
therefore, analyze and assess PfP from the perspective of the
political realities which govern NATO. They counter the critics
of PfP with an analysis of its exact provisions. Moreover, by
drawing on the Alliance's historical record regarding expansion,
they argue that PfP is the best and most realistic means
available to resolve the prickly issue of NATO enlargement. The
authors do not ignore existing and potential shortcomings in PfP
and specify where conceptual, as well as practical, problems will
require the Alliance's immediate action.
This report meets an identified study requirement as
established in the Institute's Strategic Challenge During
Changing Times: A Prioritized Research Program, 1994.
The Strategic Studies Institute is pleased to offer this
report on a program which is likely to become increasingly
crucial to maintaining stability and security in Europe.

JOHN W. MOUNTCASTLE
Colonel, U.S. Army
Director, Strategic Studies Institute
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PARTNERSHIP FOR PEACE:
DISCERNING FACT FROM FICTION
Introduction.
The January 1994 NATO Summit in Brussels could arguably be
called one of the most important, if not momentous, meetings in
the Alliance's history.1 Labeled privately by some only a few
months prior to its convening as "a summit without a theme," the
subsequent meeting proved the pessimists incorrect and once again
reinforced NATO's relevance.2 The Alliance endorsed a common
approach toward future political and military integration of its
former adversaries to the East ("Partnership for Peace"–PfP, in
NATO parlance). This includes a framework for conducting future
military operations between NATO and the militaries of
partnership countries. Moreover, the Alliance accomplished these
far reaching agreements while maintaining consensus that NATO
will continue to function as a collective defense, vice
collective security, organization. Hence, far from being
moribund, the Alliance demonstrated its contemporary vitality by
adopting a policy which could well expand its membership at some
future date, as well as providing a practical means to assist in
that process.
As is usually the case whenever national leaders confront
important issues, these efforts have been subjected to widespread
and vigorous criticisms. Some detractors complained that the
Alliance's initiatives were too strongly influenced by the
Clinton administration's anxiety over Russian, and Boris
Yeltsin's, rather than Central and East European concerns.3
Others faulted NATO's refusal to extend immediate security
guarantees and membership offers to reforming states in the
east.4 The lack of a stated timetable for membership of
partnership countries also troubled some former officials and
commentators.5 Conversely, others feared expansion would dilute
NATO and transform it from a collective defense body into a
collective security organization.6 Outside the Alliance, summit
results did not fulfill the expectations of many Eastern European
leaders, who still find their individual and collective security
concerns far from resolved.7
These arguments are not altogether without merit. If nothing
else, the Alliance can be accused of having disappointed many
states to its east as regards the prospect for future membership.
However, it is still too early to pass definitive judgment on the
success or failure of the PfP initiative. Moreover, these
criticisms fail to place the program in its proper context. The
purpose of the essay, therefore, is to assess PfP
comprehensively. This paper provides a broader understanding of
the workings of NATO and the immensely difficult challenges it
faces in conducting cooperative relations with former adversaries
in Eastern and Central Europe.
Partnership for Peace.
Before assessing PfP, it is instructive to examine its

actual provisions. The NATO Heads of State and Government
formally announced the initiative at the January Summit in the
form of the "Partnership for Peace: Invitation," and an
accompanying annex "Framework Document," dated January 10, 1994.8
The immediate objective of this cooperation program is to
identify where and how the Alliance could assist in transforming
the respective military establishments of partners (e.g.,
training, exercises, planning, doctrine) into forces better
capable of operating alongside those of the Alliance.9 The
Invitation lists the general direction of the program and its
intended goals. Interestingly, participation is open not only to
members of the North Atlantic Cooperation Council (NACC), but to
all Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)
members (i.e., to the neutral and nonaligned states of Europe).
The Framework document elaborates specific technicalities
associated with PfP membership. In general, subscribing states
agree to:
• facilitate transparency in national defense planning and
budgeting;
• ensure democratic control over their armed forces;
• maintain the capability, subject to constitutional
limitations, to contribute to military operations under the
authority of the UN and/or CSCE;
• develop cooperative military relations with NATO, i.e.,
joint planning, training and exercises with the aim of
strengthening the ability to participate in peacekeeping, search
and rescue, humanitarian operations and possibly other missions;
and,
• produce military forces better able to operate with those
of NATO's members.10
Subscribing states begin the detailed procedure of engaging
in the PfP process by identifying, in conjunction with Alliance
partners,11 the steps they intend to take to achieve the
political goals of the Partnership, as well as specific military
or other assets to be employed. Subsequently, NATO and the
partner jointly develop a proposed program of exercises and
activities, tailored specifically for each partner. To
coordinate, support, and implement their cooperation program,
subscribing states can establish (at their own expense) liaison
offices at NATO Headquarters, as well as second liaison officers
to a separate Partnership Coordination Cell located "at Mons,"
which will be responsible for creating and implementing the
complementary Combined/Joint Task Force (C/JTF) program.12
Countering the Critics: PfP in Perspective.
The onus is firmly on NATO to overcome bureaucratic inertia,
establish internal and external terms of reference, and ensure
that PfP evolves in a manner that will enable NATO to meet its
objectives. That said, critics must first remember that the
Alliance is made up of 16 sovereign states. Finding consensus on
any major issue inevitably results in compromise. Second,

maintaining unanimity on an issue of such import as expanded
membership on a large scale is a significant undertaking that
will require considerable time for national positions to evolve
to the point where consensus can be reached within the Alliance.
Third, observers must recognize that before that consensus can be
achieved, current NATO members must gain legislative approval as
required by their individual democratic practices. Criticisms of
PfP must be viewed in light of these constraints.
Deference toward Russia. Given residual Russian power,
potential instability within Russia, and the importance that the
United States and its allies place on maintaining cordial and
stable relations with Moscow, it is only logical that Russia
would loom large in Alliance decision making concerning
membership expansion.13 Clearly, deference to Russian
sensitivities helped shape PfP.14 But this is little more than a
recognition of the political and security realities of post-Cold
War Europe and does not diminish the value of PfP.
The key point is not whether Russia will influence NATO
expansion, but whether Russian concerns can be accommodated
without giving Moscow droit de regard (right of inspection)15
over the integration of new members or NATO policies. This
obviously requires the Alliance to maintain a delicate balance
among the complex and competing security demands of all nations
in Central and Eastern Europe. Thus, despite its compromise
nature, (as will be argued in greater detail below) the
provisions of PfP must, by necessity, walk a fine line between
understanding Russian concerns and alienating Central and Eastern
European nations, and accommodating Central and East Europeans at
the risk of isolating Russia.16
Indifference toward Central and Eastern Europe Security. The
Alliance has been criticized for not immediately offering
security guarantees to certain Central and Eastern European
states.17 Left unanswered, however, are a number of critical
questions. First, to whom shall the Alliance offer such
guarantees? Does the Alliance truly want to offer guarantees to
the Baltic States, the Transcaucasian Republics, or the new
nations of Central Asia, all of which are geographically
separated from the Alliance? Second, how does NATO offer
membership to some and not others without drawing a new dividing
line across Europe?18 Those offered membership will be convinced
that they are among the first tier nations, and conversely, those
not immediately offered membership may feel alienated and
resentful. Thus, NATO runs the risk of creating the perception of
"neo-containment" if certain nations, particularly Russia, are
not among those initially offered membership.19 Finally, what
"guarantees" should be offered?
Indeed, criticism of the Alliance's "failure" to offer
immediate membership displays a singular lack of understanding of
the Alliance and how it operates. Joining NATO is neither a
simple nor quickly effected task. The historical record shows
that admission to NATO usually follows a long and complicated
process of negotiations first among NATO members to reach
consensus on expansion and then between the Alliance and
candidate state. This historical experience will undoubtedly

shape its current approach to enlarging membership. Indeed, the
two historical examples of expansion after 1951 provide pertinent
guidelines of how, and how not, to proceed.
Spain's accession to the NATO in 1982 and the subsequent
negotiations that clarified Spain's military role in the Alliance
offer an example of why membership details need to be worked out
well prior to the commencement of formal negotiations. Spain
acceded to the North Atlantic Treaty in May 1982, but without a
clear delineation of its role within NATO's integrated military
structure. Initial negotiations on Spain's military role took
place until October 1982, when the Spanish Socialist Workers
Party (PSOE) won control of the government. Elected, at least
partially, on an anti-NATO platform, negotiations stalled for
over 3 years while the new government struggled to define its
policies toward the Alliance.20
After a national referendum (March 1986) endorsed Spanish
membership in NATO, the Gonzalez government articulated the
"General Principles of the Spanish Participation in NATO."21
Negotiations on military cooperation resumed, but not until
November 1988 did NATO's Military Committee (MC) approve "The
Guidelines to develop Coordination Agreements between the MNCs
[Major NATO Commands] and the Spanish Military Authorities" that
would be used to develop six coordination agreements governing
Spanish military participation. NATO's Defence Planning Committee
endorsed the last two of the coordination agreements in October
1992, 10 years after Spain joined the Alliance.22
The result of this decade-long endeavor is that Madrid is
effectively responsible for the defense of Spain, its air defense
and maritime approaches.23 This is not to argue that the Alliance
gained nothing in return. Certainly, NATO membership more
securely anchored Spain into the Western European system, and the
Alliance gained greater strategic depth in the event of a Soviet
conventional assault on Western Europe; acquired a strategic rear
area for the reception, storage, and staging of supplies,
equipment, and forces; and obtained a base of naval operations to
choke off Soviet maritime access.24 However, when conducting a
cost-benefit analysis, especially considering the lengthy
negotiations required to achieve such minimal results, one might
conclude that Spain is a "security consumer," and that the
Alliance would prefer to avoid similar results with partnership
countries.
The case of the Federal Republic of Germany provides a
example of how better to extend NATO membership, particularly to
a former adversary. Many may not be aware of or recall the
extensive and sometimes bitter debates that took place within
NATO which eventually led to the decision to arm the Federal
Republic and make it a member of the Alliance.25 While painful
and at times divisive, these debates served the key purpose of
establishing consensus about the future course of the Alliance.
As a result of these consultations, the United States committed,
in peacetime, forces for the defense of Europe; the United
Kingdom likewise made a "Continental Commitment," and, less
positively, the first concrete proposal to create a European
defense identity, the European Army, was defeated.26

Perhaps more importantly for this discussion, these debates
and subsequent agreements set the conditions for German
membership in NATO. These stipulations were quite detailed: they
limited the size of German ground, air, and naval forces;
prohibited the Federal Republic from manufacturing atomic,
chemical, or biological weapons; precluded West German production
of long-range missiles, guided-missiles, or naval influence
mines; limited the size of naval vessels; prohibited German
possession of strategic bombers; and imposed limits on heavy
artillery, tanks, or armored personnel carriers, to name a few of
the provisos.27 These stringent limitations and the amount of
detail reflect European fears of a Germany rearmed less than a
decade after the end of World War II. Certainly, the degree of
anxiety posed by most former Cold War adversaries will not
approach the levels of 1950-55, and that level of rigorous detail
may not be required. But, the German example offers insights that
would help guide the incorporation of new members from Central
and Eastern Europe.
Finally, the German example reveals the efficacy of arriving
first at internal consensus within the Alliance for expanded
membership, which those who advocate an immediate expansion to
the east fail to recognize as an essential element of membership
enlargement. The rationale for this precondition is simple
politics. It makes no sense for the Alliance's heads of
government and state to initiate serious negotiations for
membership with candidates if there is internal political
opposition within the Alliance or within an individual member
state.28 Offering membership before internal consensus can be
achieved (either within a specific country or within the
Alliance, as a whole) could result in stalling an unwanted
membership or having to withdraw a membership offer already
tendered–a condition fraught with considerable risk.29
While it is true that there is strong support among some
political leaders in some of the NATO countries for expanded
membership, it is by no means widespread. An excellent example of
this phenomenon can be found in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Federal Minister of Defense Volker Rühe has argued strenuously
for NATO to extend membership to Poland.30 Whether the Bundestag
would ratify a treaty containing Polish membership in NATO is
questionable.31 Polish membership in NATO effectively means a
German military commitment to defend Polish territory against a
potentially nuclear-armed Belarus or Ukraine. Given the record of
historical and recent difficulties between Poles and Germans,32
it is difficult to see how consensus on Poland's immediate
inclusion into the Alliance could be found in the Federal
Republic, let alone within the rest of the Alliance. Thus, while
Rühe may be absolutely correct to argue this point, and indeed in
subsequent years his admonishment of NATO could be seen as
farsighted statesmanship, considerable obstacles must be overcome
before Poland, other Visegrad states (which include Hungary,
Czech Republic, Slovakia), or a Soviet successor state, can be
admitted into NATO.
Recognizing that full membership may not be appropriate at
this moment, other commentators, to include former U.S. defense

official Richard Perle and a RAND Corporation study group, have
urged NATO to offer some form of "associate" membership to
assuage the security anxieties of Central and East European
nations.33 None of these pundits, however, have adequately
delineated exactly what constitutes less than full membership in
a collective defense treaty organization: either a state has
reciprocal security obligations or it does not.34 Furthermore,
the stipulation within the PfP invitation that "NATO will consult
with any active participant in the Partnership if that partner
perceives a direct threat to its territorial integrity, political
independence, or security,"35 sounds essentially like the very
"associate membership" status with which many of these states and
critics find fault.36
Nor may it be in the best interests of NATO or the states of
Central and Eastern Europe to enter into some form of associate
status. Such arrangements could arguably have negative
repercussions, to include stifling reform efforts in these
countries, encouraging extremists to press for the radical
resolution of ethnic problems or providing a false sense of
security.
Failure to Offer Membership Criteria or Timetables. Despite
complaints to the contrary, NATO membership criteria are
available. That is, they are clearly spelled out in the 1949
Washington Treaty.37 Additionally, the PfP Invitation document
sets out more detailed guidance on steps states can take to meet
these criteria.38 Nor, given the practical problems associated
with preparing for membership, is the criticism of failure to
provide a timetable a valid one. Each potential member possesses
unique circumstances that influence its ability to prepare for
the responsibilities, as well as privileges, of NATO membership.
To design one timetable that would meet the singular conditions
of each country is not a reasonable demand. Indeed, a key
strength of PfP is that its self-paced nature allows individual
states to set the tempo for fulfilling membership criteria.
Given the Alliance's history, it is specious to argue that
PfP states can only be considered for membership in the Alliance
once they attain Western levels of military sophistication and
possess model democratic institutions.39 But, in light of the
fact that geopolitical exigencies of the Cold War no longer
exist, states should not expect NATO to waive strict adherence to
democratic standards as it sometimes did in the past. Moreover,
few would argue that most potential partnership states need to
reform themselves and that the lure of NATO membership provides a
strong incentive for them to make the hard, but necessary
decisions to institute fundamental changes in their countries.
This may be of little condolence to current applicants,
particularly the Visegrad states, but it is a political reality
that they must recognize.
Partnership for Peace: Its Shortcomings.

Conceptual Imperfections. Despite the detailed provisions
outlined in the PfP invitation, several significant conceptual
shortcomings in the program require resolution. First, just as

NATO has attempted to forestall the "renationalization" of its
members' defense policies, it has likewise urged its PfP partners
not to renationalize their own defense structures. However, the
slow approach toward expansion eastward and the failure rapidly
to integrate Central and European states into the NATO collective
security system could leave some of these countries little choice
other than to nationalize their defense structures to a greater
degree than they or NATO desire. Clearly, PfP must focus on
preventing such an eventuality. Consequently, this may require
earlier and greater transparency in NATO planning and programming
procedures than initially envisaged. More importantly, NATO may
have to accelerate integrated planning in some cases to ensure
that certain partner states integrate their security programs
more quickly than some in NATO originally anticipated.
Second, as pointed out in a report by the North Atlantic
Assembly, NATO must also consider how to combine PfP efforts with
practical cooperation.40 For instance, how can elements of
collective defense (Article 5 of the Washington Treaty) be
integrated with aspects of collective security (Article 4) within
PfP missions?41 Efforts toward this end could become extremely
important in the future, especially in preparing the Alliance and
its partners to defuse regional crises before they become
violent. Resolution of this conceptual gap between Article 4 and
Article 5 will require the Alliance to make difficult decisions
about its future purpose and its relationship with the east, if
NATO will be prepared to address these complex challenges before
they lead to intractable crises.
Third, it will be some time before the current weaknesses of
partner states will not constitute a potential problem for the
Alliance. At present, immediate external threats are not the
primary challenge to regional stability in Central and Eastern
Europe. Instead, weak economies; lack of familiarity with
democratic and market principles and practices; and ethnic,
nationalist, religious, and cultural tensions contribute to
instability throughout the region. Given the extent of these
difficulties and the serious obstacles facing reform efforts in
some states, considerable time may be required to overcome these
challenges. More importantly for the purposes of this essay, PfP
cannot resolve these weaknesses.42 The Alliance must recognize
that military modernization and an integrated European security
system may be meaningless unless economic restructuring to market
economies and creation of democratic political institutions are
successful. Thus, the security aspect must be blended into a
holistic approach with other international institutions (i.e.,
the European Union) to overcome the inherent weaknesses in many
Central and Eastern European states.
Finally, the concept of "pay to play" in PfP may need to be
reviewed.43 Because "pay to play" forces states to demonstrate
their seriousness toward internal reform and their desire to join
NATO, it comprises an essential element of these programs.
However conceptually sound this principle may be, the fact
remains that even the more economically developed of these
countries (i.e., the Visegrad states) are finding it difficult to
squeeze already scarce resources to finance these efforts.44

Moreover, given the immediacy of manifesting NATO's sincerity
about achieving tangible cooperative results, "pay to play" may
need to be revisited or implemented in a "creative" manner.
Acceptance of the need to resolve this problem leads to a number
of difficult questions. First, who should receive financial
assistance, what are the priorities (thereby creating a
multitiered hierarchy of "partners," with its inherent problems),
and how much should be expended? Second, given that discretionary
funding is all but nonexistent in NATO, from where will the funds
come? Third, how does the Alliance avoid placing Central and
Eastern European partners in direct competition with NATO states
along the Southern Tier for already scarce development resources?
Finally, what constraints should the Alliance place on the
expenditure of such funds?
One possible solution to these conundra is for NATO states,
on a bi- or multilateral but coordinated basis, to provide
financial assistance. This money could be in the form of grants
or loans, but preferably in the form of matching funds that would
continue the process of self-selection, since partner states
would still be required to provide up front funding of their
programs. At the same time, such a procedure would avoid the
perception of favoritism. Regardless of the method adopted, NATO
officials need to keep in mind that rigid adherence to "pay to
play" could severely obstruct the ability to achieve the
program's overall goals.
Practical Obstacles. Additionally, several practical hurdles
within the Alliance need to be resolved. For example, the
implementation of PfP has not been spared traditional
intra-Alliance disputes. NATO has a long history of tension
between NATO Headquarters and its principal Major NATO Command,
SHAPE. This condition stems from the normal tension between
political and military bodies, but is exacerbated within the
Alliance because of long-term French apprehension that the powers
and prerogatives of SACEUR, especially, lack sufficient political
control and oversight.45 Nor have the strains between Brussels
and Mons been limited to traditional "political-military" issues,
but have included such fundamental questions of whether
"military" decisions are to be made by the Major NATO Commanders
(SHAPE by the SACEUR or ACLANT by SACLANT) or by the Military
Committee in Brussels.46
Although they may seem unimportant, a number of "minor"
bureaucratic issues also need to be resolved to ensure that the
spirit of PfP is not smothered by red tape. For instance, the
invitation to Partnership states to establish liaison offices at
NATO Headquarters and second liaison officers to the Coordination
Cell at "Mons" have apparently been delayed while NATO
authorities ascertain how "pay to play" is to work. Alliance and
Belgian officials must also determine the exact status of
personnel from partnership states residing in Belgium (e.g., do
these personnel acquire diplomatic status? Do they fall under the
NATO Status of Forces Agreement or are other provisions required?
What is their tax status?). While these issues may appear small,
they can delay implementation of PfP and C/JTF. Such delays,
especially over what many Central and East European states

consider trivial issues relative to the stated importance of PfP,
send the wrong signals to Partnership states, particularly to the
program's detractors in the East. Considerable political
oversight at the highest level may be needed to force the
bureaucratic pace of events.47
PfP's Attractions.
Its conceptual and implementation shortcomings
notwithstanding, PfP potentially can result in significant
benefits to NATO's partner states, as well as to the Alliance
itself. Despite the fact that states in Central and Eastern
Europe did not receive the security guarantees that they
desperately crave, they did receive as much "security" as they
could logically expect under the prevailing political conditions.
And, because nations deal individually and directly with NATO
under PfP, discussions under Article 4 of the Washington Treaty
could be conducted at 16 plus 1, as opposed to being limited to
the larger NACC or CSCE consultative fora. This ability to
consult unilaterally with the Alliance, in itself, underscores
NATO's concern for the security of the specific partner.
Moreover, as partners develop a deeper relationship with NATO
through their individual programs, they will become ever more
entwined with Alliance affairs. Indeed, a perhaps unintended–but
critical–eventuality of PfP may be that partner states will
progressively become bound so close to NATO that the Alliance
will be committed de facto to the security of the partner.
From the perspective of partner states, PfP offers specific
criteria that they must fulfill if they aspire to membership in
the Alliance. More importantly, through the development of
individualized programs, PfP offers the mutual cooperation and
support that will facilitate achieving these goals. These
criteria apply not only in the security field, but will also
contribute to the integration of the emerging democracies of
Central and Eastern Europe into the European economic system.
Another advantage of PfP is that it allows nations to
proceed at their own pace. While this may seem trivial, it is, in
fact, one of the strengths of the program. It clearly makes
little sense to treat Visegrad states similar to, for instance,
former-Soviet republics in Central Asia. PfP offers a measured
program that will help ensure that these financially-weak nations
do not exceed their fiscal limitations as they strive to adapt
their security architectures and militaries to western models.
Through the joint development of programs between NATO and
individual partner states, PfP offers a way to prevent a complete
nationalization of defense structures within Central and Eastern
Europe. Those states committed to NATO membership will take the
steps necessary to develop their military and security
organizations to conform with the NATO model, which, it should be
recalled, has been highly successful in precluding the
renationalization of defense within Western Europe. Partnership
programs also offer the opportunity to move subscribing states to
cooperative defense measures that will, over time, prepare them
for the responsibilities inherent in the NATO system of

collective defense.
Lastly, from the perspective of partner states, PfP provides
an important coordination mechanism for the reform of Central and
East European militaries. Although cooperation programs will be
designed individually, PfP allows the Alliance to coordinate
these separate efforts. This offers a twofold advantage. One, it
allows NATO to "deconflict" the various country programs and
ensure that the Alliance can coherently support individual
programs in the most efficient and efficacious manner. Two, this
mechanism can be used to foster cooperation between states that
might otherwise be unwilling to move in conjunction with one or
another of their neighbors with whom they may not have always
enjoyed close relationships.
For NATO, PfP has strong practical advantages and
attractions. By offering an invitation to all CSCE members, no
nation in Europe is excluded from the process, unless it chooses
to be. Thus, NATO avoids being forced into the position of
determining who among all of Europe will be the first offered
membership. Nor can the Alliance be accused of favoritism or of
drawing a new discriminatory curtain across Europe by fostering a
policy of "neo-containment." The decision whether to join falls
clearly on the shoulders of the individual states, not on the
Alliance.48 This provision applies particularly to the former
Soviet republics, especially Russia. Despite the volume of
Russian complaints and criticisms about the development of PfP,
even they cannot escape the logic of the self-selection process
and have finally acknowledged that they will participate in the
program.49
The potential prospect for the traditionally neutral and
nonaligned in Europe to participate in PfP and, perhaps, join
NATO could also further European stability. PfP holds the
prospect to integrate into NATO the developed neutral states of
Sweden, Finland, Austria, and possibly even Switzerland. Indeed,
as a right of passage for their membership in NATO and
participation in PfP, the Alliance should insist that these
states themselves participate fully in assisting reforming states
to the East. Not only are these countries currently financially
capable of such action, many of them already have special
bilateral relationships with eastern states (e.g., Austria with
Hungary, Finland with Estonia, etc.) which NATO should exploit.
PfP also takes positive steps to reassure Central and East
European states about their security concerns and offers
guidelines for subscribing states to follow in their pursuit of
NATO membership. From a practical perspective, achieving these
goals will take time; time that NATO needs. The Alliance can use
this breathing space to consider how these states (many of which
are former adversaries who have not yet rid themselves of the
last vestiges of the Communist regimes) can be fully incorporated
into NATO's integrated collective defense, to include access to
sensitive NATO information.50 NATO also needs time to ponder the
repercussions of extending membership invitations, continue
internal debates over the many issues surrounding enlargement,
and arrive at consensus on when and how to offer membership to
states that have demonstrated a clear commitment to democratic

principles, human rights, and market economies, and have achieved
their PfP objectives.51
PfP, therefore, offers NATO a needed interval to ascertain
how it can bridge the gap between the existing and proven system
of collective defense and an as yet to emerge collective security
system for Europe. This is no easy task and, as recent events
throughout Europe and the rest of the world amply illustrate, it
is not going to get any easier. Careful thought will have to be
devoted to this issue to ensure that the most successful
collective defense organization in history is not accidently
dismantled or degraded.
Conclusion.
When considering the many political pressures for expansion
and the conceptual and practical shortcomings of PfP, the
Alliance faces considerable obstacles as it implements its new
policy of cooperation with its former adversaries in the east.
But, NATO can ill-afford to delay this process. Recognizing that
crisis management in the future will be more difficult in a
Europe without blocs, the Alliance must begin to address
membership and cooperation before events lead to intractable
crises. This will require the Alliance to prepare for expansion
and not rely simply on rhetoric.
While PfP does not provide a definitive checklist or
timetable for membership, it does offer prospective members clear
signposts to achieving possible Alliance membership and the means
of acquiring assistance to get to that point. However, potential
applicants must keep in mind that PfP is a guide to, and not
guarantee of, membership. Perspective members will have to
demonstrate not only their need to join the Alliance, but also
their commitment to Alliance principles and their determination
to take the many practical steps necessary to prepare for the
responsibilities, as well as the privileges of membership.
Clearly, if there is to be any hope of finding consensus within
the Alliance to expand membership, prospective members will have
to offer something tangible and positive to the Alliance. Given
the fact that the mere act of considering expansion eastward
constitutes a calculated risk, prospective members will have to
make a compelling case, with political and military assets, for
inclusion.
The Alliance cannot take a "go slow" attitude toward
expansion. The Alliance has a strong interest in ensuring that
reforms in Central and Eastern Europe succeed and that
responsible nations are fully integrated into existing European
and transatlantic political and security organizations. Thus, the
onus cannot simply be placed on the reforming states to "bring"
themselves up to Western standards. NATO must stand ready to help
those countries that show a willingness to help themselves.
Ineffectual implementation of PfP would not only send the wrong
message to reformers and extremists in the east, but also could
lead to missed opportunities.
Since immediate extension of membership is not politically
feasible, PfP gives the Alliance the necessary time to find

consensus on this difficult problem. This focus on breathing
space is not meant to demean the many positive aspects of PfP. It
merely recognizes that the Alliance, as well as prospective
members, still requires time to digest some of the more important
consequences of the end of the Cold War. As recent world events
have graphically illustrated, there is a continued need and
support for a strong dynamic NATO. It is important, therefore,
that the Alliance proceed carefully on the question of
enlargement to ensure that we do not get it wrong and contribute
to the Alliance's destruction. Conversely, if the question of
enlargement is not seriously considered by the membership of NATO
and PfP is not successfully implemented, then the Alliance may
sow the seeds of its own eventual irrelevance.
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